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Hawks still believe in the way they were 

 By: Kevin Arnovitz 

ATLANTA -- On an Atlanta Hawks roster populated by the intentionally boring -- it’s the San Antonio 

Spurs model after all -- Kent Bazemore stands out. The wiry, animated, third-year wing actually 

approximates human expression when he talks about his French bulldogs or how he weighs “200 

pounds soaking wet,” a smile beaming for the entirety of his five-minute media interviews. 

Bazemore was typically spirited after the Hawks’ 94-82 loss to the Cleveland Cavaliers in Game 2 of the 

Eastern Conference finals on Friday night when he insisted -- twice -- that the Hawks were the better 

team, despite dropping both of the first two games at home. 

Kyle Korver became the latest Hawk to encounter injury woes. Brett Davis/USA TODAY Sports 

“I still think we’re the better team,” Bazemore said on the second occasion. “We just haven’t shown it 

yet.” 

Bazemore conceded that “we got our butts kicked” during the pair of losses in Atlanta, but his overriding 

theme was that the Hawks won 60 games and ran away from the Eastern Conference during the regular 

season for a reason. The context and conditions might have changed in the postseason, but the general 

qualities of the team haven’t. 

For the better part of three months this winter, the Hawks assembled some of the finest basketball the 

league has seen in recent years. A nation of high school basketball coaches swooned at their flat screens 

at the sight of Atlanta’s motion offense. The Hawks made ball movement seem effortless. On the heels 

of the Spurs' 2014 championship season, the Hawks lent credibility to the belief that distributing usage 

and opportunities equitably was not only OK for an NBA team, but possibly the formula for the future. 

The Hawks’ best basketball has long receded from their rear-view mirror. It’s been ages since they’ve 

strung together a series of signature performances against healthy competition. And in the months that 

have passed, the Hawks have been chasing their winter romance, desperate to rekindle the flame of 

their perfect January and their historic 19-game winning streak. 

So you’ll have to excuse young Mr. Bazemore when he says the Hawks are the better team. Perhaps 

what he means is the best version of the Hawks, the platonic form of the team, the Spurs East edition, is 

better. It’s possible he’s right, but the product the Hawks have put on the floor in Games 1 and 2 against 

Cleveland is such a distant relative of what we saw in January that Bazemore is more theorist than 

prognosticator. 

Paul Millsap is the most versatile player in a versatile, five-man unit, but he’s struggled to find his game 

since injuring his shoulder in early April. A nightmare matchup who has the speed to beat big defenders, 



 

 

 

the size to bully smaller ones and the savvy to make a play against anyone, Millsap has been an effective 

last resort when the Hawks’ offensive cycle has played out its various options in the half court. 

But for the past two games, Millsap hasn’t been able to carve out space for himself against Tristan 

Thompson, neither with the ball nor on the boards. Four points and five rebounds in 27 minutes is a 

plausible explanation for his glum mood when he stumbled into the Hawks' empty locker room an hour 

after the final buzzer. Asked if culling the Hawks video archives for film was one way to recapture the 

halcyon days of January, Millsap replied, “Maybe you’re on to something.” 

For coach Mike Budenholzer, looking back at the past as a prescription for the future isn’t a smart idea, 

because inspiration needs to be drawn from the present. The Hawks simply don’t peddle in the external 

-- no bulletin board material or awards talk or media manipulation or worrying about respect from 

others or drawing from past achievements. In this regime, it’s here and now and nothing else. 

“That's in the back of your memory, and you know that we're capable of it, but most importantly is how 

we play going forward,” Budenholzer said. “I don't think we need to be looking back.” 

This is the ultimate Jedi mind trick for the team. What’s so tantalizing for the Hawks is the knowledge 

that they know they play the highest level of basketball because they did it better and longer and more 

sustainably this season than any team this side of Oakland. And like any romance, the Hawks' winter 

love affair was rooted in purity, authenticity and real feelings.DeMarre Carroll talks about this all the 

time -- and did so again on Friday night from the podium -- “We need to get back to playing Atlanta 

Hawks basketball.” 

Does Atlanta Hawks basketball still exist as a reality, or was it a beautifully rendered but short-lived ideal 

last winter? 

 


